14 May 2019

Dear Industry Colleagues

**Firm Frequency response: Tender Rounds TR114, TR115 and TR116**

This publication is to inform you that National Grid ESO has made the decision to run Firm Frequency Response (FFR) render rounds 114, 115 and 116 (TR114, TR115 and TR116) as a month ahead only tenders.

Appendix 8 (Forward look at requirements) in the Market Information Report which was published in January 2019 indicated that NGESO had little or no dynamic long term requirement to procure in these tender rounds and therefore the decision has been made to make TR114, TR115 and TR116 to month ahead only. Any shorter-term requirements will be procured through monthly tender rounds.

For tender rounds TR117 (September 2019) onwards NGESO will be publishing details regarding these in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

Ben Smith
Contracts Manager